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Bioinspired background

*geometric features of the bird wing  *Different wing shapes  

*Imagine from: Ananda, Gavin & Selig, Michael. (2018). Design of Bird-Like 
Airfoils. 10.2514/6.2018-0310

*Imagine from: https://www.birds.cornell.edu/k12/rubys-birds/

Focus on : 

- Wing sectional characteristics: bio-inspired profiles play a huge role in performances enhancement during 

flapping flight. 

- Plant form selection depends on project specification: primary feathers morphing of passive soaring wings are 

considered to mimic a common flight control mechanism in birds.

*Wing morphology

*Pyle, Peter & Jr, Andrew & Kelt, Douglas. 
(2015). Manual for ageing and sexing 
landbirds of Bosque Fray Jorge National Park 
and North-central Chile, with notes on 
occurrence and breeding seasonality. 



Prototype costumized airfoils

Theoretical background based on:
Design of Bird-Like Airfoils

Gavin K. Ananda and Michael S. Seligy*

Multipoint inverse airfoil design

The inverse design approach

computes an airfoil shape based on

the a target Reynolds number range

(104 – 105), fixing Cm and thickness.

Final profiles are determined from 

prescribed pressure distributions.

Predictions for the chosen airfoil at Reynolds numbers of 60,000, 100,000, and 

150,000

The results of the analysis

provide Tabulated set of airfoil x/c, y/c

coordinates for each airfoil

Chose chord length c and import real

scaled points in CAD.

Used one:
Cm = -0.14
t = 6%

*Ananda, Gavin & Selig, Michael. (2018). Design of Bird-Like Airfoils. 10.2514/6.2018-0310

(*)

(*)



Prototype costumized airfoils  

CAD model

CAD model

Printed vs CAD prototype 

Two Different possible design idea

Shell

Coating Hook

As the 3D printer has a limited precision, the bottom
part of the airfoil has been re-designed in order to
guarantee a minimum thickness of 2 mm. Despite of
that, the profile still maintains trailing edge flexibility,
an important feature for thrust generation during the
wing upstroke phase.

In order to ensure even more elasticity, also a shell-profile has been
taking into account. Instead, a coating-hook profile has been
designed to major provide coating tension along the wing span.

*imagine from: Aldheeb, M., W. Asrar, E. Sulaeman and A. Omar. “A Review on 
Aerodynamics of Non-Flapping Bird Wings.” Journal of Aerospace Technology and 
Management 8 (2016): 7-17.

*



Active Soft Winglet

*Example of Gliding birds and fixed-
wing UAV with soft morphing 

winglets

Bio-Inspired wing-tip devices with 
Multitask/Adaptive functions:

1) Minimize wingtip vortex in order to reduce the induced drag and 
increase lift over the wing span [crucial issue in soaring flight], 
optimizing energy consumption 

2) Modify wing stability level in order to adapt system manoeuvrability to 
the flight phase changing. [e.g. increase velocity in gliding by changing 
wing shape]

3) Control lateral-directional dynamic by control by asymmetrically 
change wing geometry configuration [e.g. To control roll birds create 
more lift on one wing than the other while to control yaw, birds twist 
their wing tips left or right].

The aim of this work is to imitate birds wing-tip movements in order to 
achieve the tasks previously mentioned. In order to develop the model, 
bio-inspired mechanisms based on servo-motors and compliant materials 
will be employed.

*Min-Woo Han, Hugo Rodrigue, Hyung-Il Kim, Sung-Hyuk Song, Sung-Hoon Ahn,
Shape memory alloy/glass fiber woven composite for soft morphing winglets of unmanned aerial vehicles,
Composite Structures,Volume 140,2016,Pages 202-212,ISSN 0263-8223, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2015.12.051.

https://aviationhumor.net/winglets-how-do-they-work/

https://aerospacecue.it/winglet-cosa-sono/8701/



Active Soft Winglet 2/2 

Different CAD configurations

2 fingers configuration 4 fingers configuration 

Note: more complex movements can be achieved by changing the wire holes arrangement, introducing 
different stresses as e.g. torsion as extra degree of freedom for e.g. control strategies. The bio-inspired 
design is based on the emargination of primary feathers commented in the previous slides.



Filaflex 4 fingers configuration 

Active Soft Winglet

Filaflex 2 fingers configuration 

A

B

Figure A shows how winglet has been integrated in the whole prototype structure.
The both configuration result in a total weight of almost 27 g. This design ensures a rotation until 90
degrees of each finger with a servo torqued depending on the inertia of the selected one.



Sweep angle

Sideslip angle and stabilizing yawing moment*

Why add a Sweep angle?

* Definition and imagines:

Sweep is a characteristic of bird wings for
positively contributing to static directional
stability. When the aircraft is disturbed from
symmetric flight by a sideslip angle β, the
aerodynamic yawing moment N generated
must be such as to tend to restore it to the
reference condition β = 0 . Thus, the
requirement for static stability results

𝑑β
𝑑𝑁

> 0

or in terms of the non-dimensional yawing 

moment derivative Cnβ = 
𝜕Cnβ

𝜕β
,

Cnβ > 0 

Sweep angle

Sachs, Gottfried. (2012). What Can Be Learned From Birds For 
Achieving Directional Stability Without A Fin. AIP Conference 
Proceedings. 1493. 838-846. 10.1063/1.4765585. 



Reinforced leading edge

Reinforced leading edge is obtained
wrapping a thin foam around the wing
structure support axis.
This technique prevents the efficiency
losses due to an irregular distribution of
thickness along the whole wing span,
and also ensures uniformity values of the
angle of attack through each sections. It
also increases structure robustness.

Foam wrapped around the wing support axis Wing reinforced coated leading edge 



Final Structure Assembling

Prototype is build in a 1:2 scale. In the Final
model a transversal reinforcement element
has been added in order to absorb the
diagonal loads introduced by the wires during
the servo actuation.
The Prototype has been dimensioned taking
into account the work of J. DeLAURIER* in
which also the inclusion of a sweep angle of
about 19 degrees is considered.
Real scale model supposes to maintain those
proportions but obviously with different set
of material, as carbon fibres for main
structure and e.g. PET, ORCON as external
coating.

Absorb compression

Uncoated vs coated final structure

20 cm20 cm

20 cm

13 cm

8 cm

PET film (left) vs Orcon Film (right) 

12 cm

Total Weight: 55,3 g

*DeLaurier, J. (1993). The development of an efficient ornithopter wing. The 

Aeronautical Journal (1968), 97(965), 153-162. 
doi:10.1017/S0001924000026105



Soft Actuation  

Soft actuation consists in a servo motor ( Dynamixel XL-320)
connected to nylon wires that, thanks to a specific guide, raise
the winglets fingers at different angles up to 90 degrees. By
now each appendix is moved individually changing servo
position, due to the lack of stiffness of the prototype
structure. However the main ongoing idea is to achieve a
differential movements of the whole fingers with the same
servo input using different sized motors horns.

Dynamixel XL-320 
Wires configuration in prototype structure

Technical characteristics:

Weight: 16.7 g

Dimensions:

24 mm × 36 mm × 27 mm

Resolution: 0.29°



First tests

Proof of concept of the basically actuated prototype 



Improvements detected:

1) Prototype robustness: use reticulated 3D structure (not 2D profiles) 
in order to  reinforce the leading edge without flexibility losses.

2) Light-weight control strategy: using only one servo per wing in order 
to control all the fingers at the same time.

3) Comparisons among the effect of distinct winglets configurations.

4) Materials selection for the full-scale prototype.



Thank you for your attention!


